Forgetfulness Novel Mejia Michael
breaking the mold - project muse - teacher michael mejia whose debut novel forget-fulness (vergessenheit
in german) was recently published by fc2. michael mejia, the archivist. fc2 authorlou robinson (napoleon's
mare, 1991) designed the cover for forgetfulness; tara reeserengineeredthe book's design, which simultaneously floats text, epigrams, footnotes, boxed pronouncements ... another name for cold - project
muse - another name for cold michael mejia american book review, volume 27, number 4, may/june 2006, p.
28 (review) published by american book review doi: for additional information about this article ... ander
monson is another name for cold. but just as aföhn is a warmalpine wind that eats snow, contributors and
caper. among his earlier collections are ... - fiction award, and steal my heart, a novel. his most recent
book, an american affair: stories, won the 2004 george garrett fiction prize. he is associate professor of english
at west virginia university, richard burns is a european poet who writes in english. he is a bye-fellow at
downing college, cambridge. rafael alberti maryellen beveridge - university of notre dame - 154 notre
dame review mejia is the author of the novel forgetfulness, and his fiction and nonfiction have appeared in
many journals and anthologies. editor-in-chief of western humanities review and co-founding editor of ninebark
press, he teaches creative writing at the university of utah.
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